
POSITIVE THINKING – How it often keeps you broke, lonely and frustrated.  

“I will succeed in at this.”  “I can succeed at this.”  “I am successful at this.”

“I will succeed at this”, creates a Future Time trap that keeps your RESOURCES out in the future.  

“I am successful at this”, can create a feel good state.   It can help if it helps you stick around long 
enough in trading to actually get good – it can hurt if you stop learning and take stupid risks.   

PROOF POSITIVE THINKING – A trap to notice and get beyond.

“I must succeed at this – I MUST PROFIT IN THIS TRADE” tends to show up – as a COUNTER 
FORCE to inner doubt.  When you feel urgency in the body – or hear yourself talking like this – THEN 
you want to STOP SEEKING PROOF – STEP BACK – START OVER – ENGAGE POSSIBILITY.

Note:   This is a very powerful process we have distilled over the past 7 years – modeling 
experts in many fields.  STOP – STEP BACK – START OVER – ENGAGE POSSIBILTY.

Note:  Having to succeed AT TRADING OR IN THIS TRADE – AS PROOF POSITIVE is the 
best way to LOSE MONEY as well as lose confidence in both YOUR SELF and YOUR 
SYSTEM.  

THE PIVOT POINT

STEP 1 – GIVE PERMISSION.

“I can succeed at this”, is THE PIVOT – because the word CAN creates two conditions inside your 
mind – PERMISSION to succeed AND permission to notice resources. This is OPENING THE DOOR. 

STEP 2:  EMBRACE POSSIBILITY.

POSSIBILITY THINKING – The art of Asking Powerful Questions that lead to Profit and Pleasure.
Possibility thinking involves retraining your mind – to both SEEK AND SORT in terms of possibility.

Start with BASIC Possibility Questions (instead of POSTIVE THINKING ASSERTIONS).  Notice 
how asking questions bring EASE into your body and CLARITY into your mind.

Is it possible for me to successfully trade in:
this market?  this environment?  this mindset? with these resources
(Ideally – all four must generate a YES answer.)

Notice how powerful just adding TWO TINY WORDS are:

HOW ELSE is it possible for me to successfully trade in:
this market?  this environment?  this mindset? with these resources?

Mr Twenty Twenty has been called the #1 innovator in mind mapping and mind modeling in the world. 
He helps his clients notice and abandon what stops them from being as successful and happy as they 
want to be.  Want more?  Coaching and training with Mr 2020 at 2020@exhostage.com 
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